UC San Diego Chamber Singers
Philip Larson, Director
Loie Flood, Accompanist

Thursday, March 14, 2019 – 5:30 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Music Center Recital Hall

Ave Maria  Giuseppe Verdi
Ubi Caritas  Maurice Duruflé
Tu es Petrus  Maurice Duruflé
O sacrum convivium  Olivier Messiaen

———

Mass in G  Franz Schubert
Kyrie
Gloria
Credo
Sanctus
Benedictus
Agnus Dei
Soloists:
Jennifer Colin, soprano
Sara Zhang, soprano
Joseph Garcia, tenor
Miguel Muños, baritone
Evan Santos, bass
Ben Mateyka, bass

Orchestra:
Daniel Swem, violin
Andres De La Rosa, violin
Anne Stillwell, viola
Carol Tolbert, cello
Darrell Cheng, double bass
Loie Flood, piano

UC San Diego Chamber Singers:
Junko Roberts
Alyson Fruchey
Samantha Zhou
Elizabeth Peek
Sara Zhang
Lauren Jue-Morrison
Yongyue Song
Jennifer Colin
Halana Macamay
Danlei Zhao
Anupama Sethuraman
David Knoll
Eric Ngo
Jared Baumgartner
John Jun
Jonathan Barnes
Dawson Galluzzi
Miguel Muños
Joseph Garcia
Vincenzo Liberatore
Ben Mateyka
Shane Ramil
Evan Santos
Julien Stroumza
Leonardo Barba

Contact us for information on upcoming concerts:
Music Box Office: (858) 534-3448 | http://music.ucsd.edu/concerts

Audience members are reminded to please silence all phones and noise-generating devices before the performance, and to remain seated during the performance. As a matter of courtesy and copyright law, no unauthorized recording or photography is allowed in the hall. UC San Diego is a non-smoking campus.
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